
ADDRESS and POSITION: 

Bioindustry Park Silvano Fumero S.p.A. 

 Via Ribes, 5 – 10010 Colleretto Giacosa (TO) – Italia 

 Phone: +39 0125 561311 

 

GPS position: 45°26'24.0"N 7°49'35.6"E 

 

Bioindustry Park is located in Colleretto Giacosa, a near Ivrea, the main town of the Canavese area, located 

near Turin and on the highwais A4 / A5 that connect Torino, Milano ), and the Alpine tunnels to France and 

Switzerland (Mont Blanc, Gran San Bernardo, and Frejus). 

 

HOW TO REACH: 

 

By Car 

From Milan Area: Following the A4 highway (direction TORINO) until the highway exit SANTHIÀ (direction 

IVREA / AOSTA), reaching the highway A5 direction AOSTA and taking the first highway exit: IVREA. Then 

the SS565 direction: CASTELLAMONTE and the signs to BIOINDUSTRY PARK. 

From Turin Area: Taking the A5 highway (direction AOSTA) until the highway exit: IVREA. Then following 

the directions CASTELLAMONTE and the signs to BIOINDUSTRY PARK. 

 

 



By Train 

Ivrea train station is reached by train lines from Turin and Chivasso with an availability of every hour during 

the day. From Ivrea train station is possible to reach the Bioindustry Park by taxi or bus (Line 6). 

From Milan: from Milano Centraleis possible to reach Chivasso with the regional line connecting to Turin 

(1.5h ride) and then taking a train from Chivasso to Ivrea (40’ ride). Otherwise from Milano Centrale or 

Milano Porta Garibaldi is possible to reach Turin (Torino Porta Susa) with the highspeed train line (45’ ride) 

and then a train from Turin to Ivrea (1h ride). 

From Turin: from Turin Porta Nuova and Turin Porta Susa is possible to reach directly Ivrea (1h ride). 

Otherwise is possible to reach Chivasso (15’ ride) and take a train to Ivrea (40’ ride). 

For further details and timetables or planning the train ride: www.trenitalia.com  

The timetable for the bus line 6/6b between Ivrea train station and Bioindustry Park (COLLERETTO 

GIACOSA) the timetable is available at: http://www.gtt.to.it/cms/risorse/intercomunale/oraripdf/4541.pdf 

 

By Plane 

Closest airports to Ivrea are Turin – Aeroporto Torino Caselle (TRN) (30’ by car) and Milan – Aeroporto 

Milano Malpensa (MXP) (1.5h by car). 
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